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Unban Etc etc
Posted by NeoCopyman - 10 Sep 2012 01:41
_____________________________________

User name on minecraft: NeoCopyman

Reason for getting banned:Apparently it was illegal for me to blow up areas in the nether to try and get to
a chest.

Tell us what happened: Me and an Unnamed user were screwing around in the nether and we found
Wolves nether spawner base thing. I blew some shit up with a bed in an effort to gain access and
realized the area with the chest was claimed. Mined around the entire area, till I came to their spawner
which was unclaimed. Broke that shit, got stuck in the process, Nuked an unclaimed area, still didn't
work, Enderpearl'd my way out and judged the distance to the chest and TNT'd the area somemore. At
that point I had to do something IRL so I left the task of getting to the chest up to the Unnamed player. I
logged back in the next day and one of the players from Wolves faction expressed his hatred for me for
wrecking that base. He said that I was getting a temp ban for destroying his claimed area when the
wooden chest was in an Unclaimed area. That, is complete bullshit, since i dug around the claimed area
and the chest was in said area. 

Why should we unban you: I got temp banned for 2 weeks (Rather harsh) because he claimed that I
griefed his base for the hell of it when the chest was in a unclaimed area. As I explained above, The
chest was in a claimed area, and that accusation, that I probably should've screen shot, is crap.

-Neocopyman

============================================================================

Re: Unban Etc etc
Posted by NeoCopyman - 18 Sep 2012 03:12
_____________________________________

The world is full of assholes, Give them a chance to shine through their facade.

-Neo

============================================================================

Re: Unban Etc etc
Posted by Squallhero - 18 Sep 2012 06:13
_____________________________________

... can we just lock this thread already? we already decided the ban time. I hate coming on twk eager to
find who posted what only to come and read a virtual flaming war. Just lock the thread and get on with
fucking life.

============================================================================
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